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Abstract--Fatigue cracks are diagnosed and characterized using a vector of parameters composed of 
the ratios between spectral amplitudes of the higher and fundamental harmonics in inherent acoustic 
modes of an object. Using the method of maximal likelihood, we have obtained estimates of the rela- 
tive crack dimensions and analyzed their statistical characteristics depending on the composition of the 
parameter vector and noise intensity in measurements. 

The method of higher harmonics (MHH) [1] is used in the vibroacoustic diagnostic of fatigue flaws in 
blades of compressors and turbines of turbojet engines. The reason for this is the fact that inception and 
development of a fatigue cracks bring about changes in spectral characteristics of free or resonant mechan- 
ical oscillations in tested objects, in particular, an increase in spectral amplitudes of higher harmonics 
[2-4]. The diagnostic indicator of the crack presence in this method [3, 4] is a multidimensional vector 
whose components are the ratios between the amplitudes of higher harmonics and that of the fundamental 
harmonic in oscillations of the tested object (TO), and these vector components are the functions of the 
relative crack dimensions independent of the amplitude of the driving force. An increase in the relative 
crack dimension leads to higher magnitudes of the components of the diagnostic vector, which can be used 
in estimating nondestructively the crack characteristics on the base of amplitudes of the harmonics in the 
acoustic signal. 

In the reported work, the estimates of the relative crack dimension were obtained by analyzing free 
oscillations of a blade with a surface fatigue crack, which were described mathematically using the analy- 
sis of bending oscillations of an elastic rod [5] with a fatigue flaw modeled as a discontinuity in the mate- 
rial leading to a difference between the compressive and tensile elastic moduli. In a general case, the rel- 
ative change in the rod hardness on the half-periods of oscillations is a nonlinear integral function of the 
relative dimension and location of a crack, rod dimensions, and the presence of a concentrated stress. The 
theoretical analysis [5] indicated that the presence of a surface crack with a relative dimension of 0.05 to 
0.3 in the strained zone brings about relative changes in the rod hardness with respect to bending oscilla- 
tions in the lowest inherent mode within a range of 0.005--0.06, and in the case of an edge crack of the 
same dimensions, the relative change in the hardness ranges between 0.01 and 0.3. 

In view of this, we have analyzed the problem of oscillations of an elastic rod whose nonlinearity is 
due to "breathing" of discontinuities in the material in terms of mechanical oscillations of a system with 
an asymmetrical characteristic of the elastic force. The relative crack dimension in this case can be derived 
from estimates of the relative change in the object hardness by performing a simple calculations with the 
help of previously known formulas [5]. Thus, the model of a TO is an oscillating system with one degree 
of freedom and a piece-wise linear characteristic of the elastic force without damping, and we describe its 
free oscillations by a Fourier series in terms of the higher harmonics of the fundamental frequency COo [4]: 

K 

x(t) = a--&~ + X ak c~ ' (1) 
2 k=l 

where 

a--Q-~ A , (1 - ; ) / ; "  A,= 2v0/rrtOr; 
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a k = 
2A( ;+1)3 (1 - ;  2) ~k 

[ (~+1)2-4k2][ (~+ 1)2 - 4~2k2] ~ c~ 1 ; 

% =  2~(or/( ~ + 1); ~ = (1 - O)'r2; 

0 is the relative difference between the hardness parameters on the half-periods of oscillations, (o r is the 
frequency of free oscillations of the flawless object, and Vo is the frequency of the driving force. 

As follows from these formulas, the frequency COo, the constant term a0, and expansion factors ak are 
functions of the relative change in the hardness, and the spectral amplitudes of the higher harmonics (k > 
1) increase with 0 [4]. 

The suggested diagnostic method is based on a multidimensional vector whose components are the 

ratios between the amplitudes of higher (k = 2, g ) and fundamental (k = 1) harmonics 

Y ={a-~ 'a3a~ ..... akl'a~ j (2) 

In accordance with the real conditions of measurements, we treat the spectral amplitudes of the funda- 

mental harmonic and those labeled by index r (r = 2, K ) obtained in the ith measurement, as random val- 
ues ~;k characterized by the normal probability distribution: 

[ (~,,-m,) 2] 
- e x p  (3) 

The mathematical expectations m k of the small relative parameters 0 = 0.01-0.1 are approximated by 
polynomials of the first order with respect to ~: 

mr= ~ l +  ~110 and mr= ~J,Or + ~.],1, ~-~, (4) 

and the dispersion of the amplitude is estimated by the formula 

Ok 2 -- No/1;p, 

where N O is the white-noise intensity and Xp is the Gaussian pulse Width. 
Let us estimate 0 using the method of maximal likelihood [6]. The probability density w0]) for the ratio 

rlir = ~i,~, between two independent variables ~r and ~t is determined by the formula [7] 

+oo 

Taking into account equation (3), we obtain the following expression for W(~ir , ~.~) in the ith measure- 
ment: 

W(~ir '1~)= ~-~[f2(~ir, l~)fl('l~ir' 1~)]3/2 exp {[ft(rl~r' O)2r ' 0 ) ] 2  _f2(~ir, l~)f3(Tlir, l~) } , (5) 

where 

f l(1~ir, O) = mlflr2 + mrf~121~ir, 

A(]]ir, "~) = I~r2 + ~12~, 2, 
f3(qir, O) = m|2(~r2 + mr2(~l 2. 
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For a sampling with independent elements, the equation of maximal likelihood has the form 

~ _~--~- ln w ( ~lir, O ) = O , 
i=~ dO 

or, after transforming equation (5) with due account of (4), we obtain 

3 3 3 

 ,rn,r + 2 Gn/  
j=0 j=0 ./=0 

3 3 

l.~ E Ojr l~  r "1- E FJ r'l~r 
j=o j=o 

i=1 
- 0 ,  (6 )  

where 
A3r = --~12~211~1r; A2~= 2G12~tll1221r-- Or2~113; 

A ~ = 20r2~tlr~L211 -- Oi2~.L31r; Aor "- "-~r21.1.11 ~L21r; 

B3r = ----~12~llb; B ~  : --2(~r2~101~211 + 2(~12~L0r~lr~tll + 1312~tlr �9 b; 

B Ir = 2r I~t,r-- 2r + ffr~tJl " b; B0r = --~r21al~ �9 b; 

C3r ~- ~14~.],lr - O'12~l, ll~Ol]~0r; C2r = q~120"r21..[l i -  ~r2~l,i 1~1,012 "~ 1~12l, Lor " b; 

C,r= Ol2a~2~tl~ - Oi2~tul.to~2 + t~r21XOi �9 b; Cor= O~41.tl,- ar21.tnrktOl~r; 

D3r = O141-tVr; D2~ = al2t~r21-tll; Dlr = Ol2t~gktp; D0~= t~4~t~; 

F3~= t~4tl0r; F ~ =  t~n2t~:lao~; Fir = t~2t~r21.to,.; For = 0,.411o~; 

b = ~ t , r +  I.to,~t~. 

Thus, the resulting equation of maximal likelihood in the general form (6) is the nth sum of ratios 
between the polynomials of the second and first orders in the sought-for estimate of O, where n is the num- 
ber of measurements. 

In the case of one measurement (n = 1), the solution of equation (6) with respect to 0 for each com- 
ponent of vector (2) was obtained analytically as a solution of a quadratic equation [8], and at n > 1 equa- 
tion (6) was solved numerically, and the calculation was performed, in particular, for n = 2, taking into 
account the limited accuracy of two measurements in the form 

2 
T~lr.~ mr + (~2meas mr - ~meas 

2 ; "fllr-" 2 ' 
ml - ~meas ml + ffrneas 

where 2 mcas = 10 -7. 

The calculations of the dispersion in the relative hardness difference O = 0.05 on the base of each com- 
ponent (K =10) of the higher-harmonic vector (2) at different measurement dispersions due to noise for 
n = 1 are given in table. At n = 2 the results are very close to the data in table (the dispersion in the sec- 
ond, fourth, and sixth harmonics reduces by 1 to 1.5% in the range of o~ 2 under consideration), and the reg- 
ularities of their changes with both the components of the characteristic vector and noise intensity are basi- 
cally the same. 

As is shown by the data given in table, the dispersions of vector components corresponding to the odd 
higher harmonics are considerably higher than those corresponding to the even harmonics over the entire 
range of noise intensity in measurements. The dispersion of measurements also increases with the number 
k of the higher harmonic in expansion (1), which is caused by the lower signal-to-noise ratio at higher k 
with the constant dispersion c~i 2. It follows from the analysis of solutions of the inverse problem that the 
components corresponding to the higher odd harmonics can be excluded because they yield less informa- 
tion than the higher even harmonics, which is in agreement with the results of the analysis of deformation 
cycles in an elastic rod containing a fatigue crack [5]. 
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(Yi 5 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

10-10 

3.35 • 10 -8 
1.92 • 10 -5 
3.18 • 10 -8 
3.27 x 10 -6 
6.53 x 10 -1~ 
2.93 x lO ~ 
1.93 X lO ~ 
8.92 x lO -3 
9.11 X 10 -5 

10-9 

3.34 • 10 -8 
1.27 • 10 -5 
1.8 x 10 -8 
4.82 x 10 -4 
1.7x 10 -6 
4.08 x 10 -5 
2.38 x 10 ~ 
6.91 • 10 -t 
8.96 x 10 -3 

10-8 

3.32 • 10 -8 
2.12 x 10 -5 
9.62 x 10 -8 
6.02 x 10 -5 
2.11 • 10 ~ 

2.40 
2.27 x 10 -2 
2.14 x l0 t 
6.47 x 10- 0 

10-7 

3.07 x 10 -8 
7.13 x 10 -3 
2.25 x 10 -5 

3.27 
2.02 x 10 -2 
5.55 x l0 t 

1.43  

3.25 x l05 
2.03 x l0 t 

I0 ~ 

1 .09  x 10 -8 
5.72 x 10 -I 
2.36 x 10 -3 
7.06 • 10 ~ 

1 . 3 0  

7.39 x 102 
3.72 x l0 t 
3.71 x 10 ~ 
3.10 x 102 

In accordance with this conclusion, further analysis of the estimates of the changes in the TO hardness 
was conducted taking into account only n -- 1 and the vector of amplitude ratios only for the higher even 
harmonics: 

y ~a2 a4 a~_o. l = - - ; - - ;  ...; 
[ at  a t  at  J 

(7) 

By deriving the relative change in the hardness from each component of vector (7), let us define a vec- 
tor of estimates of O in the form 

which allows us to estimate the mathematical expectation m e and dispersion D e of the estimates of the rel- 
ative changes in hardness for a given measurement. 

Figure 1 plots logDe versus the noise intensity in measurements of the relative change in hardness 0 -- 
0.05 for the following three characteristic vectors defined in accordance with equation (7): 

YI Ia2;a~-14 } Y2 {a-ffl"a4"a-~ } {a-~ "a4 a6 a_~} = ; = , - - ,  ; Y 3  = , ; ; �9 . 
a t  a I a I a I 

One can see that the estimate based on vector Yt has the lowest dispersion, whereas the accuracy of 
estimates based on all the three vectors degrades as the noise intensity in measurements increases. 

Since an increase in the relative hardness change O for a fixed intensity of the noise in measurements 
is equivalent .to an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio, it is advisable to use in the statistical analysis of 
estimates of | = j~O, oi 2) the statistical parameter Q of estimate quality, which is widely used in digital 
methods of signal processing [9] and is defined as a ratio between the estimate dispersion and the mathe- 
matical expectation of this estimate squared: 

Q -  [me] 2" 

The parameter Q is the inverted signal-to-noise ratio and directly related to the statistical stability of 
the estimate, and values Q << 1 correspond to smooth estimates with small dispersion. Graphs plotting Qt 
= 20 logQ as a function of the hardness change O and noise intensity in measurements for estimated vec- 
tors of characteristic ratios Y,, Y2, and Y3 are shown in Fig. 2. 

The reported results allow one to select a vector of diagnostic parameters for which the" estimate qual- 
ity Q is no higher than a prescribed threshold value, depending on the conditions of measurements. 
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Fig. 1. Dispersion D o versus noise intensity in measurements for the vectors of harmonic amplitude ratios Y~, 
}'2, and Y~ (0 = 0.05). 
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Fig. 2. Parameter Q~ as a function of the measured parameter and dispersion of measurement noise amplitude 
estimated using vectors (a) Y~, (b) I"2, and (c) I"3. 
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Thus, we have obtained, as a result of our investigation, an analytical expression and have analyzed the 
solution of the maximal likelihood equation with a view to estimating the relative change in the hardness 
of a tested object due to the presence of a fatigue crack. The analysis of statistical characteristics has 
enabled us to select vectors of ratios between higher and fundamental harmonics in free oscillations of the 
tested object which yield more accurate estimates of hardness. Since the signal-to-noise ratio for different 
components of the vectors is not constant in the range of relative hardness changes between 0.03 and 0.1, 
we have suggested to use the statistical characteristic of estimate quality for analyzing the accuracy, and 
its calculations for each selected vector of ratios have been given. 

The reported results are original and, in combination with [5], have enabled us to come to the conclu- 
sion that efficient nondestructive testing of blades of gas-turbine jet engines with a view to detecting 
fatigue cracks in them is feasible. 
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